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Cover picture : Making dogs happy: Irish Red and White Setters ‘Derry’ and ‘Trouble’  

enjoy the great outdoors on a recent holiday  

  (Photo:  Anne Robertson) 
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  5:30 pm Official welcome 

  5.45 pm Dinner for all 

  6:30 pm Presentation of Annual Awards 

  7.00 pm Dessert for all 

  7.15 pm  Photos of award recipients 

Annual Awards 

Presentation 
Sunday 4 December 2016 

  Join the celebrations   

All club members and their families involved in 

obedience, rally-o, DWD, agility, flyball, tracking and  

dogs-as-therapy are warmly invited to attend 

  

Join your friends, class mates and instructors  

for a relaxing evening 

  

Bring a picnic rug, folding chair and a secure stake 

or crate for your dog 
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          President’s Message  

By Lesley Pothan  

How quickly the year passes! It has been a busy and successful year 

for the Club and its members. We hope that you have enjoyed your 

time at the Club training your dog in obedience or in one of the 

many sports on offer. 

 

Throughout the year the Club hosted a number of Obedience trials, 

Rally-O trials, Agility trials, a Flyball Competition and Dances with 

Dogs competition. Our members also participated in events hosted 

in the region and many qualifications and titles were gained. 

 

After receiving a grant from the ACT Sports and Recreation Program 

the Club contracted with Waterland Irrigation to install a new 

irrigation system. Despite our best plans, the work has been 

prolonged because of the very wet spring but it is now almost complete. We look forward to 

testing (and benefitting from) the system once summer arrives! 

 

This year the Club’s Training Sub-Committee has been working hard to revise the current 

obedience syllabus to better meet the needs of new members. The Foundation level of the new 

syllabus will help members understand how dogs learn and will enable them to apply reward-

based training techniques to appropriately manage unwanted behaviour and teach their dogs 

essential life skills. A number of pilot classes have been held to test the syllabus and provide 

feedback. We expect to start rolling out the new syllabus in February 2017. Keep an eye on the 

Club’s website and Facebook pages for more information. 

 

The Club’s Dogs-as-Therapy program continued throughout 2016 to provide comfort to the elderly 

residents of a number of nursing homes in Canberra. We are always looking for  additional 

volunteers who would like to be involved in this very rewarding work – if you are interested and feel 

that you may have a suitably sociable dog, please come and have a chat with me. 

  

The raffle to win a place in the Club’s 2017 Dogs of CDC calendar was well received with many 

members buying tickets. The thirteen winners have produced wonderful photos of their best friends 

and the calendar looks amazing. The calendar will be on sale from Comp Day – with limited 

copies on sale so get in early!  

 

Our Annual Awards party will be held on Sunday 4 December from 5.30pm. It’s a great event for 

all of our members and instructors as we celebrate the year’s achievements. Please feel free to 

bring your dog and join us for a great time. Catering will be provided for all.  

 

With the start of the summer season and the hot weather remember that your dog needs to keep 

cool too – make sure your dog has plenty of shade to lie in, access to lots of cool water and is not 

left alone in the car. Dogs can overheat very quickly. Keep practising over the holidays – it will 

help maintain a strong bond with your dog and ensure that you are both ready to resume training 

in the New Year.  On behalf of the Club, I wish you all a safe and happy Christmas and a fabulous 

New Year – and I look forward to seeing you in February.  

  

   

We long for an affection altogether ignorant of our faults. 

Heaven has accorded this to us in the uncritical canine 

attachment. 

 

George Eliot 

English novelist, 1819 - 1880 



COMMITTEES 2016-17 

President 

Senior Vice-President 

Junior Vice-President 

Treasurer 

Secretary 

 Lesley Pothan | Dogs-as-Therapy | Work Health and Safety 

Anne Robertson | Magazine Editor | Training Liaison  

Heather McPherson I Security | Contract Management (including Grounds) 

Rowan McKeever  

Hilarie Kemp | Public Officer  

Main Committee 

Members 

 Rhonda Cameron | Flyball Liaison |Marketing and Promotion 

Jeanette Johnson | Rally-O Liaison 

Rachel McKeever | Social Media | Website 

Katrina Morton | Shop | Housekeeping | Working Bees 

Jane Richardson | Dances with Dogs  

Linda Spinaze I Agility  Liaison 

David Whitney I Business Direction and Strategic Planning 

Chris Woodgate | Obedience Trialling Liaison 

Training  Convenor | Anne Robertson  | Members | Kath Hallam| Hilarie Kemp |  

Jess McNamara | Lesley Pothan  

Obedience Trialling  Convenor | Chris Woodgate (Ag) | Members | Judith Barlow | Pen Cullen  

Flyball Training &  

Competition 

 Convenor | Jess McNamara | Members | Justin Allen| Rhonda Cameron |  

Damon Muller  

Agility Training & 

Trialling 

 Convenor | Linda Spinaze | Members | Amanda Delaney I Denise Iglesias  

Rachel McKeever I Therese Smith | Kylie White 

Dances with Dogs  Convenor | Jane Richardson| Members | Janda Gooding | Raelene Stewart  

Rally-O  Convenor| Cath Perry | Members | Laraine Frawley | Wendy Hathaway  

Jeanette Johnson |  Belinda Mitchell | Patricia Woodman  

Tracking  Jake Blight 

Instructors’ Library  Karen Haines  

PAWS Shop  Connor Bailey 

Secom Security   1300 138 769 or 1300 360 535  
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About Our Club 

The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC), 

established in 1958 as the first dog training club 

in the ACT, has an average membership of 

around 850 each year. It is a non-profit 

organisation relying mostly on volunteers to run 

activities with some occasional grant 

assistance. About 80 instructors volunteer their 

time to conduct behavioural and dog sport 

classes in Obedience, Flyball, Agility, DWD and 

Rally-O from February to November each year.  

The Club also has an active group that visit 

nursing homes with their dogs  for the 

enjoyment of the residents. 

While much of the work in maintaining and 

running the Club is undertaken on a volunteer 

basis we do have some paid help.  Marika 

Mueller manages the Office and the mowing of 

the grounds is undertaken by a contractor. The 

Club caters for disabled access with paved 

paths, designated parking spaces and toilet 

facilities. 

 

The aims and objectives of the Club are to: 

 promote responsible dog ownership and the 

general welfare of  dogs; 

 teach members to train their dogs, of 

whatever breed, in dog obedience and other 

related canine skills, using motivational 

training methods; 

 promote participation and training in a range 

of dog sports; 

 promote and participate in dog training and 

other activities associated with dog training; 

 support the rights of dog owners, provided 

that such ownership is conducted in a 

responsible manner; 

 actively promote community interaction with 

dogs; 

 provide facilities necessary or convenient for 

its activities; 

 promote positive relationships between 

owners and dogs; and 

 enhance the development of social skills of 

dogs. 

 



 From the Dog Kennel  

Editor — Anne Robertson  

Welcome to the November issue of the Club’s magazine — the last for 

2016. 

 

This issue provides an opportunity to get to know three of the Club’s new 

Committee members, learn about the Club’s  accreditation under the ACT 

Government’s Actsmart Business Recycling Program, and catch up with all 

the news from the Club’s various dog sports. 

 

There are also some great holiday activities — watching ABC TV’s Catalyst 

program to learn how to teach your dog to find your keys, wallet or phone; 

training it to politely greet your Christmas guests; and, of course, baking another batch of Tipsy’s 

award-winning dog treats. 

 

Thank you to everyone for contributing to magazine this year - including our 

advertisers  who provide hydrotherapy, first aid and grooming training, pet 

photography, pet-friendly accommodation, language classes and security services 

to members. Let them know where you saw their ads! 

 

Articles, suggestions, photos and illustrations for the magazine are always welcome. 

Email to contact@actcdc.org.au anytime. Did you know the magazine is available 

in full colour on the Club’s website? It can be downloaded in all its glory at 

www.actcdc.org.au/new/tgc.htm.  Use Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer for best results. 

 

The first issue of the magazine for 2017 will come out in March. Until then ... 
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Is Your Membership Due ? 

You can renew online – how easy is that ! 
 

Go to the Club’s website at http://www.actcdc.org.au 

1. Download the Membership Renewal form at 

 http://www.actcdc.org.au/new/joining.htm 

2. Complete the form and send it back to the Club via e-mail 

3. Then pay your fees online using direct credit facilities 

 Bank BSB: 032 729 

 Account: 235628 

 Reference: Your surname and phone number 

 

Make sure your reference will easily identify your payment  

and don’t forget to keep your receipt. 

You don’t even have to leave your house ! 

 

            EFTPOS and PayWave facilities are available 

              Renew your membership at the Club Office 

    No minimum transaction (sorry, no cash out) 

Fees 2017 

Joining Fee (per household) $ 52.50 

Annual Subscription   

(per household) 
$105.00 

Training Fees (per Dog/per Year) 
 Obedience 

 Agility 

 Flyball 

 Dances with Dogs 

 Rally-O 

 Tracking 

 

$ 78.50 

$ 78.50 

$ 78.50 

$ 78.50 

$ 78.50 

$ 0.00 

 

Instructors Fee 

plus optional contribution 

$ 30.00 

$ 50.00 

Casual Visitors Fee (day, week, 

month) - by application 
$ 5/25/50 

Contact Us 

Phone 02 6295 7764 

Post PO Box 4048, Kingston  ACT  2604 

Web www.actcdc.org.au 

Office Narrabundah Lane, Symonston  ACT 

 Tuesday-Friday 10:00am-2:00pm 

 Thursday    7:00pm-9:00pm 

 Sunday              9:00am-12:00pm 
 

Office Manager: Marika Mueller  

          CLOSED MONDAY 

Email     contact@actcdc.org.au 

 

We welcome your feedback. 
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Is your dog’s Attendance Card 

WHITEWHITE  

If so, your Membership is due 

for renewal by the end of 

NOVEMBERNOVEMBER  

Is your dog’s Attendance Card 

BLUEBLUE  

If so, your Membership is due 

for renewal by the end of  

FEBRUARYFEBRUARY  

http://www.actcdc.org.au
http://www.actcdc.org.au/new/joining.htm
http://www.actcdc.org.au
mailto:contact@actcdc.org.au


 What’s Coming Up At Our Club ? 
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Are obedience training classes held over 

December and January ? 

  

No. Obedience training classes end on 27 

November and start again on Wednesday 8 

February, Thursday 9 February and Sunday 12 

February 2017. Your membership fees cover 

you for 12 months – there is no need to re-enrol 

for classes next year if your membership is up-to

-date. Simply turn up in time for class (see page 

41 for details).  

  

Are any other Club activities on over the 

summer break ? 

  

Yes. Agility members training at Advanced 

level and above are continuing to meet on 

most Tuesday evenings over the break for fun 

’n games. The Agility Rings 1-3 will be used at 

these times. Rings 4-5 are generally reserved for 

obedience triallers for practice in the evenings 

over the summer break. Please keep an eye on 

the noticeboards for other planned activities. 

  

Can I use the Club grounds over the holidays ? 

  

Yes. Financial members and their dogs may use 

the grounds for training and exercise at any 

time over the break. Please show courtesy to 

other Club members and visitors who may also 

be on the grounds, ensure that your dog does 

not pose a nuisance to others, observe Club 

etiquette for using the off-leash areas (see 

page 44) and always clean up after your dog. 

The Club grounds will be closed on 13-14 

January for pest spraying and other 

maintenance. Notices will be posted. 

  

How should I prepare for classes during 

summer ? 

  

Your instructor will try to find some shade or 

cover to hold your class, and may cut the class 

short if the weather is very hot. Please ensure 

you and your dog remain hydrated in the 

warmer weather (bring a water bowl for your 

dog and a bottle of water for yourself). Bring a 

hat and sunscreen to protect yourself from the 

sun, and insect repellent if you train in the 

evenings. We may cancel classes if the 

weather is extreme – please check the Club’s 

website and Facebook page for the latest 

advice. 

  

For safety reasons, thongs, scuffs or other 

unsecured footwear are not allowed in any 

training classes. Please wear enclosed shoes or 

sandals that can be securely fastened.  

  

Want to keep in touch with the latest activities 

at the Club ? 

  

Information is available from: 

 our public Facebook page - no need to 

be a registered use  -

www.facebook.com/

ACTCompaniondogclub 

 our website - www.actcdc.org.au 

 notice boards (inside and outside the 

clubhouse) 

 your Instructors 

 the Session Manager on the grounds 

Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday 

during Obedience Training Classes 

 the Calendar on page 43 

  

 WE’RE MAKING SOME CHANGES 
 

Check the Club’s Facebook page and website  

in the New Year for changes to the 

Club’s training programs and class times 

 
Obedience training classes start on 

Wednesday 8 February,  Thursday 9 February and Sunday 12 February 

http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub
http://www.facebook.com/ACTCompaniondogclub
http://www.actcdc.org.au
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TOP OF THE LAKE HOLIDAY UNITS 
Pet-friendly self-contained 1 & 2 bedroom units 

 
If you let them in at home - so do we ! 

 
Five minutes drive to Pambula and Merimbula 

and their magnificent beaches 
 

Lake views and three acres to run and play 
and private enclosed courtyards 

Top of the Lake Holiday Units 
3013 Princes Highway, Millingandi 

Merimbula NSW 2549 
 

02 64956288 
 

www.topofthelake.com.au 
book@topofthelake.com.au  

http://www.topofthelake.com.au
mailto:book@topofthelake.com.au
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Getting to know your Committee 

David Whitney 

 
When did you join the Club and why ? 

 

I joined the Club in 2000 following our move to 

Canberra from Alice Springs. We had three 

Border Collie dogs at that time and we all 

needed to be trained from ‘bush kids’ to 

‘capital city grown ups’. I started in Kindy Class 

with our puppy Duffy, named after the street 

we live in, and we progressed up to 

Intermediate Level. I also enjoy lots of the 

benefits of being a member of the Club.  

 

What dogs do you own now? Tell us a bit about 

them? 

 

We have two dogs - Shadow and Tipsy - both 

Border Collies who are very active in the Club 

helping my wife Kaye who is an instructor. Tipsy 

is also a bit of a chef who writes a recipe 

column for the magazine. Shadow has had lots 

of success in the Obedience and Agility Ring 

and is now content to be a much loved house 

dog. They both love the water, running free 

when they can and jumping in the car for the 

next adventure. 

What activities are you involved with at the 

Club? 

 

I’m more of an observer and supporter without 

a sport or discipline outside obedience and 

enjoying the company of well-trained dogs. I 

have a background in performing arts theatre 

management and government arts policy and 

administration and have recently joined the 

Committee to assist the Club with future 

development and governance opportunities.  

  

As a new member of the Committee, what are 

your hopes for the coming year? 

 

The Club is in a great financial and 

membership position and I hope to provide 

some direction and planning for the next 

growth stage of the Club in order for us to be 

stronger in our support for training and sport 

activities as well as addressing the changing 

needs of the Canberra human and canine 

community.  

 

What do you like best about the Club? 

 

Coming from outside Canberra and seeing 

other dog clubs in the Northern Territory and 

South Australia, the Club has some of the best 

facilities for dogs and humans in the country. I 

continue to be delighted to see so many dogs, 

handlers and families enjoying training and 

socialising - as well as sport disciplines -

particularly on a Sunday morning. The Club also 

has fabulous outreach and community 

engagement programs. These may not be 

evident at first glance however they extend the 

benefits and involvement of dogs and handlers 

to many in the community who, for a variety of 

reasons, are unable to have dogs themselves. 

 

Chris Woodgate 
 

When did you join the Club and why? 

 

I initially joined the Club in 1990 with my first 

Airedale Terrier – Oscar.  He was my first dog 

other than family pets and he was a rather 

strong-willed character (as some long-standing 

members of the Club still remember) and after 

being dragged along the street a number of 

times – I decided that I really needed some 

Five new members joined the Club’s management Committee at the Annual General Meeting in 

August. In this issue of The Good Companion, three of those new members share a little about 

themselves. The Committee is here to serve all members, so if you have any compliments, 

concerns or questions please let us know. Details of roles and responsibilities appear on page 6. 

David with Tipsy (left) and Shadow (right) 
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Getting to know … continued 

help and so I joined the Club.  I did have a 

break when I moved to Sydney for a number of 

years and then re-joined when I returned to 

Canberra. 

 

What dogs have you owned?  Tell us a bit 

about them. 

 

Well, Oscar went on to get his CDX obedience 

trialling title and started an addiction to 

Airedale Terriers.  I have owned in addition to 

him – Bronte (CDX); Tessa – a very timid girl who 

excelled in teaching me positive training 

methods; Scout – who was a clown; and Jet – 

who I lost very young to cancer (a heart-

breaking time). And now I have Keats who is 

training for his CD title having achieved his 

CCD in three trials with two wins and a second 

place (yes – I am a proud mother) and also 

Sarah who I adopted when she was five and 

who is the most gentle creature in the world.  

Did I forget to mention that they are Airedale 

Terriers, too?! 

 

What activities are you involved with at the 

Club? 

 

Keats and I are training in further obedience 

work and I also teach as a level one instructor. 

 

As a new member of the Committee, what are 

your hopes for the coming year? 

 

I am of course just finding my feet on the 

Committee but I have had one aspiration since 

I joined the Club all those years ago – to assist 

owners and their dogs to build the best 

relationship possible for a happy life together.  

So for the coming year I would like to see the 

Club further improve our services to members – 

based on best evidence in dog training and 

the most efficient and ‘green’ business 

processes possible.  It would be great to be 
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Getting to know … continued 

able to tap into some of the expertise of our 

membership out there on the grounds to help 

us achieve some of these goals.  

 

What do you like best about the Club? 

 

The great love of dogs that you see all around 

you whenever you come out to the Club.  I am 

at my happiest when I see an owner and their 

dog creating a great bond of friendship with 

one another – pure heaven. 

 

Jeanette Johnson 

When did you join the Club and why? 

 

I joined the Club in February 2014 with a very 

enthusiastic three month old puppy. We began 

in Kindi class and were fortunate to have the 

wonderful Gillian Atkin as our instructor. Having 

had a very naughty Malamute puppy in the 

past, I was determined to work hard to ensure 

that this puppy was very well behaved.  

 

What dogs do you own? Tell us a bit about 

them. 

 

I have two Finnish Lapphunds: Lexie who is 

three  and her daughter Tilly who is ten months 

old. Finnish Lapphunds are working dogs and 

were bred by the nomadic Sami people very 

close to the Arctic Circle. Their role was 

reindeer herder by day and tent warmer by 

night. Lappies are the most wonderful 

companion dogs: they are equally happy out 

and about and working or cuddled up beside 

you. They are quick and eager to learn, but 

can have a touch of the stubborn spitz about 

them. They have a profuse coat that 

surprisingly takes less grooming than you would 

imagine. In my eyes they are the perfect 

package of temperament, size and good looks 

– but I confess I am little biased! There are 

around 1000 lappies in Australia with a growing 

number in Canberra and a handful at the Club. 

I have never met a lappie who doesn’t love a 

cuddle so please come and say hello if you see 

us around. 

 

What activities are you involved with at the 

Club? 

 

Lexie is at Secondary Companion level in 

obedience and we attend Rally Obedience 

classes and compete at trial level. In the new 

year we are going to give Agility a go, too. Tilly 

is in Intermediate class in obedience and 

enjoys competing with her mum for attention!  

 

As a new member of the Committee, what are 

your hopes for the coming year? 

 

As the ‘face’ of Rally Obedience on the 

Committee, I hope to help raise the profile of 

Rally-O at the Club. It really is a terrific sport that 

builds beautifully on the foundations taught in 

obedience classes. Classes are very friendly 

and new members are well supported. Come 

and join us! 

 

What do you like best about the Club? 

 

There is so much to love about the Club, but 

first and foremost is the people - whether it be 

our wonderfully supportive instructors who are 

always ready with ideas to help you and your 

dog master skills, fellow classmates who are 

always on hand to cheer you on and laugh 

with you when you most need it, our Office and 

shop staff, or our volunteer management 

committee who work so hard to ensure the 

Club runs smoothly. We are fortunate to have 

beautiful facilities, our lush grass and large 

fenced rings are a pleasure to work in. 
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In July this year the ACT Companion Dog 

Club received accreditation under the ACT 

Government’s  Actsmart Business Recycling 

Program. Find out more below. 

 

What was your main goal in signing up to 

the Actsmart Business Recycling Program? 

 

Our primary goal was to make our waste 

management more environmentally 

sustainable. One of our Committee 

members had worked in another, much 

larger, organisation that had received 

Actsmart accreditation and we felt there 

was some potential – albeit on a much 

smaller scale – to improve our practices.  

 

Public recognition for our efforts through the 

Program is a bonus. 

 

Have you seen improvements from 

members in their recycling efforts since 

being involved in the program? 

 

Yes.  In the six months since implementing 

the program we have reduced our waste to 

landfill by 25 per cent and redirected all our 

mixed recyclables for reprocessing.  We 

already had recycling programs in place for 

clean paper, cardboard, printer cartridges 

and batteries. 

 

Our volunteer instructors, Club members, 

visitors and dogs have enthusiastically 

embraced the opportunity to ‘do the right 

thing’ - even learning to retrieve recyclable 

bottles. 

 

What, if any, have been the challenges you 

have faced? 

 

The Club needs to continually promote its 

recycling initiatives to encourage ongoing 

compliance as we have a high turnover of 

members and visitors using our training 

facilities. The prominent signage provided 

by the Actsmart Business Recycling Program 

has helped to meet this challenge. 

 

We have also purchased mini-wheelie bins 

with colour-coded lids to help volunteer 

instructors, members and visitors easily 

  We’re 
accredited 

recognise which bin to use.  

 

What is the biggest benefit in being part of the 

Actsmart Business Recycling Program? 

 

Apart from the cost savings to the Club – and the 

knowledge that we are managing our waste 

stream more responsibly – it has been great to 

participate in this year’s Actsmart Business 



We’re accredited … continued 
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www.frenchlanguageschool.com.au - 0438 297 725 

Sustainability Expo.  Most of the Club’s landfill stream is dog waste – 

and while we use biodegradable plastic bags to collect and 

dispose of the waste – we would like to find a better solution. 

 

At this year’s Expo several businesses were marketing  a wide range 

of compostable bags made from plant starch rather than plastic. 

We will be investigating the feasibility of switching to these products 

– and promoting them to members –  as a result of our access to 

the Expo. 

 

Would you recommend the program to other businesses around the 

ACT? 

 

Most certainly. We have spread the word among the other 

community-based dog training clubs in Canberra to share our 

experiences and to encourage them to take similar action.  It is 

great that the program is available to not-for-profit organisations 

like ours as well as businesses. 

 

We share the Club grounds with local wildlife - 

including the occasional snake in the warmer 

weather. Snakes are protected by law in all States 

and Territories of Australia and may not be killed 

unless they threaten life. Snakes are naturally shy and 

their first form of defence is to move away from 

danger. However, if provoked or cornered - by a 

person or dog - a snake may attempt to protect 

itself by striking. While we will contact ACT Rangers 

for advice if snakes hang round the same  

 

 

area of the grounds for several days, it is NOT the  

normal practice of rangers to remove snakes from 

their local habitat. 

  

To minimise the risk of an encounter always walk 

noisily around the paddocks and check taps and 

drinking bowls before letting your dog off-lead. 

  

If you do see a snake, please use common sense. 

Vacate the area and let the snake go on its way. Tell 

other members about your sighting it they are on the 

grounds and likely to go into the same area. 

  

If you need urgent veterinary care after hours, on 

weekends or public holidays contact the Animal 

Emergency Centre, Unit 15, 2 Yallourn Street, 

Fyshwick. Always phone beforehand on 6280 6344. 

http://www.frenchlanguageschool.com.au
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We all like to think our dogs are happy with us, 

but how can we be sure? New research 

suggests most of us can’t tell – so, can we use 

science to communicate better and make 

them happier?  

 

ABC TV screened a two-part program on 

‘Making dogs happy’ in September that tries to 

answer these questions. Did you miss it?  Well, 

don’t despair. You can still view it on the 

Catalyst website at www.abc.net.au/catalyst/

stories/4537241.htm  and  www.abc.net.au/

catalyst/stories/4532828.htm. You can also read 

the transcript and - once you’ve watched the 

program - you can try your hand at teaching 

your own dog to find your keys, wallet or phone 

by following the training tips available from the 

website. A great holiday activity! 

 

Want to know more about the concept of 

dogmanship mentioned in the program? Well, 

Professor Paul McGreevy and Elyssa Payne from 

the Faculty of Veterinary Science at the 

University of Sydney have published a short user 

guide. Here are some excerpts from it: 

 

What is dogmanship? 

 

Dogmanship refers to a person’s ability to 

interact with their dog. People who possess 

good dogmanship are hence able to get the 

most out of their dogs. This can include training, 

working or even just the overall quality of their 

dog-human relationship. 

 

Why should we try to use good dogmanship? 

 

 To avoid the development of canine 

behavioural issues e.g. aggression 

 To reduce the incidence of dog 

relinquishment and euthanasia 

 To better achieve training goals 

 To enjoy positive, fulfilling relationships 

with our dogs 

What does good dogmanship look like? 

 

Here are some examples of behaviours that 

contribute to good dogmanship: 

 

 Positive reinforcement 

Giving dogs resources they value (such as 

treats, praise or toys) in response to good 

behaviour has been shown to increase learning 

and promote a positive emotional state in 

dogs. Do you know what your dogs value most 

in life? 

 

 Affiliation 

Stroking a dog can lower a its heart rate and 

stress levels. Along with play, this can also 

encourage the production of hormones, such 

as oxytocin, and are likely to assist in the 

strengthening of the bond between dogs and 

their humans. 

 

 Capturing a dog’s attention 

Dog trainers who enjoy the most success are 

very good at capturing and retaining dogs’ 

attention. According to our analysis of YouTube 

videos, effectively timed food rewards and use 

of non-speech vocalisations (such as whistles or 

kissing noises) are useful tools for attracting dog 

attention. 

 

 Consistency 

Giving cues (or commands) the same way, 

makes humans more predictable. This 

promotes better communication between dog 

and owner and prevents frustration on both 

sides. 

 

Factors influencing dogmanship 

 

Research has shown that certain character 

traits may predispose an individual to have 

good (or poor) dogmanship. Some examples 

are detailed below. 

 

Making dogs happy 
 

Dogmanship - a user guide 

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4537241.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4537241.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4532828.htm
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/4532828.htm
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 Personality 

Individuals who have high conscientiousness (hardworking and driven) are more likely to have a 

greater understanding of training principles. Individuals scoring higher on neuroticism (tendency 

to experience negative emotions) may perform poorly in practical tasks with their dogs and 

underrate their dog’s happiness 

 

 Emotional intelligence 

Dog owners’ ability to recognise and respond to emotions in other people (emotional 

intelligence) may also have some bearing on their dogmanship. Results of a preliminary research 

project suggest that people high in emotional intelligence may be more sensitive to canine 

emotional state. 

 

Is our dogmanship pre-ordained?  

 

Although our personalities or emotional intelligence may predispose us to certain interaction 

styles, our behaviours are not fixed. Understanding dogmanship teaches us to be reflective 

practitioners when we interact with our dogs. This means: 

 Observing the behaviour and emotional state of our dogs 

 Being aware of any traits (such as high neuroticism) that may bias our behaviour or 

understanding 

 Responding to our dog’s behaviour in a consistent manner 

 Considering our dog’s feedback and adjusting our behaviour accordingly 

 

This approach allows us to hone our dogmanship and tailor our approach to suit a dog’s 

individual needs 

 

Download a complete copy of Dogmanship - A user guide from http://sydney.edu.au/

vetscience/research/dogmanship/index.shtml 

Making dogs happy … continued 

Above: The Editor recently received these contributions from a couple of American correspondents . Kelly’s 

campaign slogan was ‘Unleash America’s potential’ and – to maintain her independence – she decided to 

limit campaign donations to small dog biscuits.  Good on ya, Kelly. The Henze cartoon is reminiscent of a 

classic Frank & Earnest cartoon suggesting that America’s founding fathers intended to enshrine “the right 

to bare arms” in the second amendment to the US Constitution but forgot to employ a good copy editor ...  

  

http://sydney.edu.au/vetscience/research/dogmanship/index.shtml
http://sydney.edu.au/vetscience/research/dogmanship/index.shtml
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 Sheep 
Alpacas 

Thanks For Your Contribution 

The Committee and Club members THANK the following volunteer instructors for giving their time 

in Session Five (October-November 2016): 

 

Obedience: Gill Atkin, Susan Barnard, Stuart Barr, Stuart Barrow, Janne Blunden, Desiree Campbell,  

Bruce Chapman, Pen Cullen, Kerry Deans, Veronica Doerr, Rachael Eggins, Christina Erwin, Mary-

Ann Fisher, Laraine Frawley, Barbara Gough, Lynn Harden, Linda Harper, Peter Hendriks, Hilarie 

Kemp, Renee Kyle, Gabby Lukzsa, Rachel McKeever, Rowan McKeever, Heather McPherson, 

Melinda Parrett, Kaye Pemberton, Fay Peters, Lesley Pothan, Holly Rieger, Anne Robertson, June 

Rowe, Joyce Thompson,  Cathy Vaughan,  Juliet Ward, Claire Weekes, Patricia Woodman 

 

Flyball: Justin Allen 

 

Agility: Di Adams, Karen Edwards, Naarilla Hirsch, Lara Sedgmen, 

Therese Smith, Lucy Williams, Stephanie Windsor (assistant) 

 

Rally-O: Laraine Frawley, Geoff Woodman  

 

DWD: Janda Gooding 
THANK YOU 

— CDC Instructors — 

Serving the CDC canine community for more than 55 years! 

 
 

Congratulations to Maree Livermore for completing the Club’s course 

requirements to become a fully-fledged Level One Obedience Instructor - 

another graduate from the Class of 2016. 
 

And congratulations to Therese Smith, Simone Pensko and Stephanie Windsor for 

completing the Club’s Agility Instructors course and to Justin Allen for qualifying as 

the Club’s newest Flyball Instructor. 

 

Did you know … all  of the Club’s instructors are volunteers ! 
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*Recognised Hydrotherapy provider by Petplan* 
 
   Canine hydrotherapy involves the use of swimming and underwater treadmills to help dogs  
   recover following surgery or injury, and for pets with more long term mobility problems.  
 
   Conditions we can treat with hydrotherapy at our facility include: 

 Arthritis 

 Hip and elbow dysplasia 

 Cruciate ligament rupture 

 Patella luxation 

 Degenerative myelopathy (formerly known as CDRM) 

 Spinal injuries including recovery from fractures and IV disc rupture  
(commonly known as a slipped disc) 

 Spondylosis - spinal arthritis 

 Mobility problems related to age 

 Obesity control 

 
   The benefits of hydrotherapy are: 

 Decreased pain perception 

 Decreased pain and inflammation 

 Feeling of wellbeing due to release of endorphins 

 Relaxation of muscle tension and/or muscle spasm 

 Reduction of oedema (swelling) 

 Increased range of movement 

 Non weight bearing - it is easier and more comfortable to move in water so  
animals often gain confidence 

 Support for weakened or spinal injury dogs 

 Increased muscle strength 

 Improved muscle patterning and recruitment helping to improve gait patterns 
(reduction in lameness) 

 Improved cardiovascular fitness 

 Potentially earlier return to normal activities 

 Improved quality of life 
 

Contact us to see how our qualified Hydrotherapist can work with your Vet 
to give your dog a healthier life! 

 
WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU 

https://www.facebook.com/dogswimcanberra/ 

 

http://WWW.DOGSWIMCANBERRA.COM.AU
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     Agility Action 

By Linda Spinaze — Convenor 

As the weather warms up we can again enjoy 

some lovely evenings of agility training.  We are 

a bit tired of the cold and rainy nights, and 

many classes have had to be cancelled due to 

the inclement weather.  However, we did enjoy 

an excellent evening Ribbon Trial on Tues 18th 

October, despite the wind and rain. Our thanks 

to Helen Mosslar who judged, and those who 

stayed in the rain to scribe or steward. We have 

our final Ribbon trial for the year on Tuesday 6th 

December.  

 

Our new instructors are beginning to take 

classes, and I welcome onto our Instructing 

Panel Wendy Hathaway, Therese Smith, Simone 

Pensko and Steph Windsor.  They have 

completed almost 12 months of instruction and 

assists, and are now well-qualified to start 

teaching.  Congratulations to you all.  

 

We have managed to sell off some of our old 

equipment, to make room in the shed for our 

new, light-weight equipment. The see-saw 

suffered a stress-fracture, and, because we 

didn't think it could be repaired, we ordered a 

new one.  However, the old one has been 

repaired, and so we will now have two light-

weight see-saws.  We will probably keep the 

old one for training purposes, especially as it 

gives the dogs experience on different 

equipment when they compete at other clubs.  

We will soon be able to pick-up our new A-

frame and Dog-walk.  Please remember to be 

careful with all the light-weight contact 

equipment, and always have two people carry 

each piece to avoid banging the ends as you 

negotiate the narrow doors.  Our equipment is 

expensive, and fragile!  

 

Also worth mentioning is that we have now 

implemented the Club’s revised Dog arousal 

and aggression policy.  This means that if there 

is a dog-to-dog incident or dog-to-human 

incident on the grounds, it must be written up in 

the Incident Book. There are two Incident 

Books, one in the Agility Shed, and the other in 

the Club Office.  We encourage more than 

one person to write an account of the incident 

so that the different versions can be 

considered.  

 

The Agility Sub-Committee now comprises 

Amanda Delaney, Denise Iglesias, Therese 

Smith, Kylie White, Rachel McKeever and me.  

It's a great team, and we work well together. 

My thanks to the Sub-Committee for putting so 

much time and effort into running agility at the 

Club.   

 

For those of you who are interested in doing 

agility but don't know how to start, look at the 

Club’s website and click on the Agility pages.  

All the necessary information is there, including 

a hot-link to my email address if you want to 

contact me directly.  The Club’s next Beginners 

intake will be on Wednesday 1 February and 

you will need to register by filling in the form at 

the Club Office. 

 

Wishing you all a refreshing Christmas break 

and we'll see you in 2017. 

  

Good weather for ducks - not dogs! It’s been 

wet everywhere this year - including the Agility 

Nationals in May (Photos: Anne Robertson) 
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Abstract reproduced from the RSPCA Animal 

Welfare Science Update, Issue 54 - October 2016 

 

Dog bites suffered by young children are often 

inflicted by the family dog, and are usually 

preceded by the child interacting with the dog 

in some way. The interactions between a child 

and a dog may pose a high risk, such as 

disturbing the resting dog, but may also include 

behaviours that would not be considered to be 

aversive by the family, such as petting, 

cuddling or bending over the dog. Often a 

caregiver is present when a child is near the 

family dog. This study, undertaken in Austria, 

used a questionnaire to examine supervision of 

child-dog interactions, the attitudes of the 

caregivers to supervision, and the 

management of children up to 6 years of age 

with a dog living in the same household. The 

study also compared the caregiver assessment 

of child-dog interactions which need 

intervention, the relationship between 

awareness of the risk of dog bites and aspects 

of supervision behaviour, as well as alignment 

of this with the opinions of experts. 

 

It was found that respondents’ average level of 

tolerance for unsafe behaviours was in mid-

scale in a range of 1 to 6 and the level of 

attentive towards the child when it was around 

the dog was reported as similar. Respondents 

rated the need for an intervention in child-dog 

interactions very differently than experts, with 

respondents placing less emphasis on the need 

for intervention in situations where a child may 

potentially be bitten. The study suggests that 

too much trust is often placed in the dog not to 

react to situations aggressively and many dog 

owners need to improve their supervision of 

child-dog interactions. 

The authors emphasise the need to educate 

caregivers about potentially unsafe behaviours, 

the dog’s needs and safety measures to be 

taken around the family dog, which can be 

tailored specifically to the child’s age. 

Measures that are easy to implement, and may 

have a positive effect on lowering risk of dog 

bites, such as providing the dog with a resting 

place that is in a separate area from the child, 

should be promoted. 

 
Arhant C, Landenberger R, Beetz A et al (2016) 

Attitudes of caregivers to supervision of a child-family 

dog interactions in children up to 6 years. An 

exploratory study. Journal of Veterinary Behavior 

14:10-16 

Supervision of dog interactions in young children 

Respondents rated the need for an 
intervention in child-dog interactions 

very differently than expert … many dog 
owners need to improve their supervision 

of child-dog interactions. 
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The article below, by Laura VanArendonk Baugh, is reproduced from the Karen Pryor Clicker 
Training website (see www.clickertraining.com/node/3095). It was first published in January 2010. 
While Halloween and Thanksgiving are not big in Australia, we do celebrate Christmas and this 

often heralds visits from family and friends.  Laura provides great advice on how to train our dogs 
to be gracious hosts. 

   Training Tips 

Help, we’re being invaded 
How to train polite greetings  

Holiday fun? 

 

The last quarter of the year is a rough one for 

dogs. 

 

In October, monsters, faeries, movie stars, and 

cartoon characters appear in the streets, 

claiming the sidewalks and even approaching 

the house. Mom and Dad can usually buy them 

off with candy, successfully deflecting their 

intrusion, but it does rattle a dog so. 

 

Then in November, a swarm of hungry relatives 

packs into the cramped kitchen. They dine 

splendidly before settling in with the television, 

as children pursue the dog around the house. 

 

By December, St. Nicholas has to use the 

chimney, because anyone appearing at the 

front door is subject to a flurry of frantic barking 

and jumping! 

 

From a dog's perspective, this rash of home 

invasions is simultaneously exciting, alarming, 

and irritating. Unfortunately, once a dog has 

slipped into a frenzy, it's difficult or impossible to 

get calm, thoughtful behaviour again. The job 

of trainers and responsible owners is to prepare 

dogs beforehand so that holiday challenges 

are, well, less challenging. 

 

What's the problem? 

 

What is reasonable and acceptable holiday 

behaviour for dogs? 

 

Humans become accustomed to certain 

situations, finding it hard to see problems with, 

let alone alternatives to, those situations. 

Sometimes it's only when everyday situations 

are magnified by holiday stresses that a 

situation comes into focus as a problem. 

Greeting visitors at the door is one such 

situation. Substitute a human child, or even an 

adult, for the dog to assess the subject's 

behaviour. 

 

 Would you allow your toddler to ram 

repeatedly into your guests' legs? Leap at 

them and pull their clothes? 

 Would you look kindly on a friend who, 

sighting you at a distance, charged at 

you and launched at your chest, 

knocking you backward? 

 Would you consult with a businessman 

who, upon introduction, ignored your 

outstretched hand and instead began 

hugging and kissing you? 

 Would you think it acceptable to isolate 

your child in a back room when guests 

came because he couldn't say hello 

properly? 

 

It's easy to see that these behaviours are 

inappropriate, even ridiculously so. Yet we 

accept them from our dogs, because we don't 

know they are capable of better behaviour—or 

we don't know how to teach them otherwise. 

 

It is to your advantage to teach your dog to 

greet others calmly, rather than charging 

ahead in excitement. It doesn't take much 

imagination to see how a mid-sized dog could 

easily injure an elderly relative, but risk isn't 

limited to large dogs and frail humans. I've had 

clients who were knocked down stairs, who 

broke a wrist stumbling over dogs underfoot, or 

who were forbidden to visit their grandchildren 

when accompanied by their dogs. 

 

Teaching appropriate greeting behaviour is 

important for the dogs' safety as well. That 

frantic, excited greeting is often mistaken for 

aggression—or simply recognized as 

inappropriate social behaviour that needn't be 

tolerated—by other dogs that then react 

defensively. I see more dog scuffles caused by 

rude greeting behaviour than by anything else. 

 

Define the goal 

 

I love it when a client tells me he wants his dog 

to stop jumping on guests. Clicker trainers know 

it's far more efficient to teach the dog a 

desirable behaviour than to try to teach him to 

stop an undesirable one. 

http://www.clickertraining.com/node/3095
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Help, we’re being invaded  … continued 

"You want him to stop jumping? What do you 

want him to do?" 

 

"I don't care—just no jumping!" 

 

I produce my patented wicked smile. 

 

"Hmm. Not jumping could include barking 

insanely, running about the room, chewing on 

my pant leg, peeing on my foot… Are all those 

behaviours okay with you?" 

 

Usually the answer is no. 

 

"What if we teach him to sit to meet people?" 

 

When the focus is on the problem, it's difficult to 

define the desired behaviour. I ask clients to 

describe what the dog should be doing 

instead. I tell them that if at that moment they 

can't give a clear picture of the correct 

behaviour, then they should walk away, 

because they don't have anything to train yet. 

Responding to a "bad" 

behaviour without 

teaching a 

replacement "good" 

behaviour will only 

create conflict. 

 

Of course, there is a 

variety of acceptable 

greeting behaviours; 

choose one that suits both your dog and your 

situation. An anxious dog may benefit from a 

mat or crate that has been conditioned as a 

reassuring "security blanket." This station can be 

placed near to or far from the door as needed. 

The mat is a good option for most dogs, but it's 

great for worried dogs! 

 

A low-threshold dog may need an acceptable 

outlet for his excitement if it won't be 

suppressed easily. I find many of these dogs 

benefit from having a toy to hold, something 

that lets them channel some energy orally. 

Even at age five, my hair-trigger Laev picks up 

a toy to greet new arrivals so that she can keep 

her paws on the floor or sit to greet. Without a 

toy, there's a chance she'll jump on the guest. 

It's like steam in a kettle; the pressure has to go 

somewhere! 

 

It's much, much easier to train a specific 

behaviour than a vague one. Choose the type 

of greeting you'd like your dogs to present to 

guests. Sit in front of them? Lie down near the 

door and wait to be approached? Decide on 

one correct response and train for that, rather 

than permitting different behaviours at different 

times. It's harder for the dog to know what's 

expected if he is variously rewarded for sitting, 

standing, lying down, and trotting around the 

room quietly (even if you would be satisfied 

with any of these behaviours). 

 

Make a plan that starts with the basics 

 

There's still time to train your dog before 

Halloween! But you can't expect to overturn a 

lifetime habit in a few haphazard minutes; you'll 

need a systematic approach. Break down the 

training plan to achieve the goal you have in 

mind. Let's use the goal of asking a dog to sit to 

meet a guest as an example. 

 

Start with the basics. Many frustrated owners 

complain that their dogs don't sit to meet 

guests when they are excited. But, upon testing 

we find that the dogs don't know the cue "sit" 

reliably, even without distractions. 

 

It's pretty simple to 

capture or, if necessary, 

lure a sit. Keep in mind 

that you will need to 

generalize this 

behaviour—a dog that 

has learned to sit facing 

you in the kitchen may 

not realize that you 

mean the same thing 

when he's facing away from you (toward a 

stranger) in the front hall! You'll need to 

practice this in a variety of places. 

 

A different kind of stimulus package 

 

For many dogs, the first challenge is being in 

the room with the door! You may think of 

"someone at the door" as a simple event, but 

there are components here that may be 

individual triggers for your dog's excitement: 

 

 The proximity to the front door 

 Owner reaching for door handle 

 "Click" of door latch 

 Squeak of hinges 

 "Pop" of air seal when door opens 

 

And that's not even mentioning the obvious 

triggers: a car in the driveway, knocking, or the 

doorbell. 

 

When I train, I start these distractions at the 

smallest possible increments. (Someone 

generously called me the Queen of Splitting 

the other day, and I could think of no greater 

Clicker trainers know it's far more 
efficient to teach the dog a desirable 
behaviour than to try to teach him to 

stop an undesirable one. 
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Help, we’re being invaded  … continued 

clicker compliment!) For many dogs, these 

exercises start at a completely neutral door 

with no history of visitors—how about a pantry 

or closet door? 

 

 Cue "sit," knock once on the pantry door, 

click/treat. 

 

Letting the dog watch you make the sound, 

and taking the training completely out of the 

front door context, focuses on the single criteria 

of holding the sit during the trigger noise, and 

does not several potential triggers together. 

 

 Cue sit, knock twice on the pantry door, 

click/treat. 

 Build up to vigorous knocking on the 

pantry door. By this point, the dog should 

be entirely relaxed and happily 

expectant when you knock. 

 Cue sit, grasp the pantry doorknob, click/

treat. 

 Cue sit, turn the knob, click/treat. 

 Cue sit, pop the 

pantry door latch, 

click/treat. 

 Cue sit, open the 

pantry door an inch, 

click/treat. 

 Cue sit, open the 

pantry door as if for 

access, click/treat. 

 

All of these steps can be 

broken down into even 

smaller steps if necessary. Remember to click 

only the solid, reliable sit you want to keep; if 

the dog is shuffling or excited, drop to a lower 

level of distraction and review. Kathy Sdao 

describes suction cups on the dogs' paws as a 

metaphoric goal—"tap-dancing" in place is a 

sure sign of arousal and impending failure. 

 

Remember to take frequent breaks (5-10 reps 

at a time is usually plenty) and be sure that 

your treats or other reinforcer are valuable to 

the dog. The "pay check" should make self-

control worthwhile in the face of exciting 

visitors. 

 

When the dog's behaviour is solid with an 

unimportant door, that's a good start toward 

desensitizing. It's also teaching that knocking or 

the doorbell provides an opportunity for the 

dog to earn reinforcement, and is not a cue for 

a whirlwind of arousal. Next up is to extend the 

training to the entry door. Remember to review 

previous criteria as you introduce this new 

criterion, the front door. 

 

 Cue sit in the front hall, click/treat. 

 Cue sit in the front hall, reach toward the 

door, click/treat. 

 Cue sit in the front hall, touch the 

doorknob with one finger, click/treat. 

 Cue sit in the front hall, grasp the 

doorknob, click/treat. 

 Add knocking, the doorbell, a family 

member outside, a neutral stranger 

outside, a cheery stranger outside, etc. 

Add each element one tiny step at a 

time. 

 

Occasionally someone protests these training 

increments, "But he's totally fine in the kitchen—

why do we have to take all these steps? It's not 

until someone's coming in that he starts 

misbehaving!" 

 

Training starts well before the mistake becomes 

apparent. The early steps let the dog figure out 

exactly what you want. 

While you may think "calm 

down at the door!" is 

perfectly obvious, an 

enthusiastic welcome may 

seem more natural to a 

dog. More importantly, the 

multiple steps establish a 

reinforcement history. 

 

Many dogs have never had 

a successful experience at 

the front door. They don't even try to figure out 

what an owner is asking there, because they 

don't believe it's possible to find a "right 

answer." Defining a contract, asking the dog 

only for something he's capable of doing and 

that will be worth his while, is an invaluable 

training foundation. 

 

Even with the many baby steps, clients report 

so much more progress in a single hour's lesson 

than in months or years of trying to fix the 

problem behaviour more directly. Splitting may 

feel longer at first, but splitting works much 

faster! 

 

Progress at your dog's pace 

 

The single most common problem I see training 

successful greeting behaviour is that the 

humans skip ahead to the final steps, assuming 

that's appropriate since the dog is doing well. 

One owner told me that mat training didn't 

work after all. I'd seen her dog going quite 

Defining a contract, asking 
the dog only for something he's 
capable of doing and that will 

be worth his while, is an 
invaluable training 

foundation. 



SMILE — YOU’RE 

ON CCTV 
  

The Club’s buildings and 

grounds are under  

constant video camera 

surveillance  

to provide better security and 

safety for members. 
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Help, we’re being invaded  … continued 

readily to settle on the mat after their initial 

training, so I asked what she meant. She 

explained that her dog had indeed been 

doing fine, so she'd sent the dog to the mat 

when her Thanksgiving guests arrived—all 17 of 

them! Of course the dog had bailed off the 

mat. There are quite a few steps between 

learning to settle in an empty room and staying 

there while 17 food-bearing people enter! Be 

sure to continue the training in small 

increments. If the dog makes a mistake, simply 

back up and review, or consider whether you 

can break a step down even further. 

 

Remember, too, that this is hard work, 

especially for enthusiastic dogs. Reinforce 

generously and often. 

 

This Halloween 

 

If your house receives many trick-or-treaters, 

Halloween is a great opportunity to practice 

greeting behaviour, but only if you've already 

done your foundation work. It's often best to 

have two handlers, one to click and treat the 

dog and one to wrangle and treat the sugar-

crazed kids. If your dog starts to tire and make 

mistakes—this behaviour is difficult after all— 

  

quit early and put him away in a safe place for 

the rest of the night. 

 

If your dog is startled by a costume, let him flee 

to a safe place. Pressuring him to stay will only 

create distrust in your foundation work, making 

future training more difficult. It's better to move 

away and start over. Never force your dog to 

remain near something that frightens him, 

especially if a child is involved. 

 

After consistent reinforcement for the 

behaviour you want, your dog will find it's not 

worth his time to bark or jump—he can get 

attention and more for offering polite 

behaviour instead! Your dog has learned to 

recognize old triggers as new opportunities. 

Because you trained for the behaviour you 

want, broken into small steps, the dog believes 

he can be successful. 

 

Add some tempting savoury smells to your 

criteria, and you'll be ready for Thanksgiving. By 

Christmas, your dog will be greeting your guests 

with a stocking in his mouth! 
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    Oh Behave ! 

     By Jess McNamara 

When should you consider rehoming? 
Jess McNamara is a Delta Society qualified dog trainer, CDC Flyball instructor, behavioural trainer 

with the RSPCA and owner and operator of A.B.C.D.O.G Dog Training. She is currently studying for 

a diploma in Advanced Animal Behaviour. In this occasional series, Jess provides advice on 

dealing with common behavioural issues using positive reinforcement.  

Recently a client made the extremely difficult 

decision to rehome one of her pet dogs. I had 

worked with this client for several months and 

she had also sought help from her vet, however 

the decision was made that the dog would 

have a better quality of life in a different home.  

As a trainer, rehoming can be a very difficult 

subject to bring up with a family. A lot of 

people do see it as failing or giving up, and 

knowing a client has rehomed a dog can also 

make me feel like I’ve failed. However there 

are times where I 

believe that 

unfortunately it is in the 

best interest of the dog 

to be rehomed. 

 

Although I am definitely 

not advocating people 

rush out and get rid of 

their dogs, sometimes 

difficult decisions need 

to be made and loving 

owners should not be 

made to feel guilty if 

rehoming gives the dog 

a better life or prevents 

serious injury to others.  

 

So when do I think 

rehoming should be 

considered? 

 

When management 

outweighs quality of life  

 

When undertaking any behavioural 

modification, very rarely is there an overnight 

fix. For this reason there is often a management 

plan that is put in place to lessen the likelihood 

of the unwanted behaviour occurring.  

 

Sometimes management may be a short term 

solution but sometimes it might be part of the 

solution for the rest of the dog’s life. 

Management may mean a dog is isolated 

during certain times and this can affect the 

quality of life. For example, if two dogs in the 

household are fighting badly, the management 

plan may require the dogs to be separated 

when interactions can’t be controlled. This can 

be extremely difficult and may mean that one 

dog does not receive enough social contact.  

 

When your dog’s mental welfare is 

compromised  

 

Dogs live in the moment. They are not able to 

look into the future and think about how their 

lives may improve. Sometimes our lives and 

households may not be 

compatible with a 

particular dog and 

could bring about a 

large amount of anxiety 

for the dog. This is 

especially common with 

older rescue dogs or an 

older dog where there is 

a dramatic change in 

the household (such as 

a newborn baby or a 

family member leaving). 

Used correctly, 

medication (combined 

with training) can 

drastically improve the 

lives of some dogs with 

anxiety. However 

medication doesn’t 

always work and can 

be a slow process. The 

client who recently 

rehomed her dog was 

in this exact situation. The dog had been a 

breeding dog on a property and was eight 

years old when it was rehomed to the client 

and moved into suburbia. This dog had never 

seen traffic, other dogs (other than the ones 

she lived with), possibly had never been indoors 

and had only ever interacted with her owners. 

Moving into town was completely 

overwhelming. The new owners were 

particularly good dog owners and spent 

several months trying to settle her in to their 

home. They also worked with me and their vet 

but the longer the dog was with them the more 

the anxiety increased. It was decided that the 
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Rehoming … continued 

dog would be happier in a quieter home and although the owners loved the new dog very much 

they made the hard decision. To me this is a selfless decision – admitting that your home isn’t 

good for that dog and giving it a chance somewhere else.       

 

When it is dangerous 

 

Sometimes dogs can present a risk to people or to other animals. Yes, behaviour modification may 

completely address the risk, but again behaviour very rarely changes overnight. While behaviour 

modification is undertaken the risk remains. While I have worked with dogs who have shown 

aggression towards children, the stakes are very high. If you have a dog who is showing 

aggression towards a child in the household, management of the child and the dog is likely to be 

required and this can be extremely difficult. Your dog may also present a risk to other household 

pets and their safety needs to be taken into consideration too.  

 

When your lifestyle changes and you can no longer meet the dog’s needs  

 

Let’s face it, sometimes situations arise and although we have made a fifteen year commitment 

when acquiring a dog, our ability to care for the dog may change over time.  Fortunately there 

are many great dog walkers and pet sitters in Canberra who can step in and help but sometimes 

these are not suitable options. Leaving a dog in a backyard with little social contact is not ok. 

Dogs are sensitive and social beings and if we can’t provide for them then we need to find 

someone who can. 

 

Having worked in animal welfare for many years, I have heard many completely ridiculous 

reasons for rehoming animals. However, there are legitimate reasons as well and I hope that I am 

never in the position where I have to make that decision for myself.  

 
Photo previous page: Anne Robertson 

http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355 

http://www.batemansbayaccommodation.com.au/accommodation/1355


Award-winning recipes from  

Tipsy’s Test Kitchen 

 

~ Treats for discerning dogs ~ 
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Big dogs’ lentil and lamb balls 

Don’t ya just luv big dogs!  They are always 

clever and can think outside the training circle 

every time they are under pressure.  I have 

known lotsa big dogs in me time, I see them all 

the time around our Club, testing their humans 

and comin up with creative ways to get 

rewards!  I have mentioned me old friend 

Saxon the Giant Schnauzer (below) in a 

previous column, however, I think his training 

method is worth mentioning again as an 

inspiration to new dogs and kindi kids at our 

Club.  Saxon had his dad trained to carry duck 

poo in his treat bag every week at his dog club.  

Saxon pretended that was all he would work 

for with all the grrrreat distractions at classes.  

Boy oh boy, I still reckon this is one of me fave 

tips for dogs who are new to training their 

humans. 

There are other pawsome stories worth 

mentioning.  Lucia the Maremma really takes 

the dog treat for her creative approach to 

getting the biggest reward imaginable!  One 

day on her walk on a dirt road, she picked up a 

road-kill rabbit.  Needless to say, she was NOT 

going to just 'give' on command! Lucia was 

walked home as quickly as possible so she 

couldn't settle down and start consuming the 

rabbit. Lucia’s mum then ran into the house to 

grab treats that might possibly be used in a 

trade. In the end, she had to offer Lucia an 

entire tray of chicken thighs for her to decide it 

was worthwhile letting the bunny go.  Boy oh 

boy, that is real smart thinkin!  The humans just 

had salad for tea that night! 

 

Gryphon the Bernese Mountain Dog loved his 

food but also loved being a 'good boy'.  He 

was good at coming up with creative solutions 

when pursuing food and being good seemed 

like mutually exclusive activities.  At Gryphon’s 

dog club, they were playing a game of 'fetch 

the sausage'.  This involves dogs lined up with 

sausages a few metres away from them.  The 

idea is to get the dogs to actually fetch the 

sausage and bring it back to yer human - the 

winner is whoever gets the most intact sausage 

back to their human.  Gryphon won the 

game.  He grabbed the sausage, immediately 

whirled around and came straight back to his 

human.  The only problem was, while he was 

the fastest and his sausage was intact, it was 

intact inside his stomach!  He had simply 

swallowed it whole.  I reckon this is a brilliant 

solution to a real conundrum, and shows just 

how very clever Gryphon was.  I have asked 

me mum why we don’t play this particular 

game at our Club.  I can’t understand her 

answer, she reckons it would not be good 

Lucia - sans road-kill rabbit 
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Big Dogs’ Lentil And Lamb Balls 

 

This is another of me famous “chuck all ingredients 

into a bowl and mix with yer paws” recipes.  You will 

notice that I have used me secret ingredient again, 

sardines are very popular with all dogs, and the smell 

is divine! 

 

 800 gram lamb or beef mince 

 1 ½ cups brown lentils, cooked and cooled 

 1 ½ cups wholemeal flour  

 3 x 125 gram tins sardines in oil 

 2 eggs from me own chickens 

 

Method 

 Mix well with yer paws, and of course lick yer 

paws afterwards! 

 Then roll into little balls about the size of a 

walnut, or even smaller for little dogs.  If yer dip 

yer paws into a bit of water, the mixture 

doesn’t stick as much. 

 Place on oven paper on an oven tray and 

bake in a moderate oven till brown. 

 Makes lots.   

 Yer can then freeze some and take them out 

of the freezer before training. 

 

I have been working hard in me test kitchen to 

create this pawsome new recipe for big dogs!  Best 

thing is yer just make tiny Lentil and Lamb Balls, and 

then yer have treats fer little dogs as well!  

Tipsy’s Test Kitchen… continued 

sportsdogship to play this game at our Club as I 

would win it paws down every time.  I still don’t 

see what is wrong with that!!! 

 

This time me and me mum are helping lots of 

big dogs train their humans.  They are a grrrreat 

bunch of dogs and are really showing 

pawsome promise.  They all know that me 

mum’s treats are the tastiest, and generally 

refuse to work for their humans towards the end 

of class.  Then me mum feels sorry for them and 

shares some of me tasty treats.  Clever dogs!  

 

Our Big Dogs’ Class have taste tested Lentil and 

Lamb Balls and they all agree that they are a 

delicious training treat.  In fact, I took the 

opportunity to use a method of taste testing 

inspired by Gryphon’s cleverness.  Me mum 

had the bowl of treats on the ground ready for 

the class photo, and I took the opportunity to 

snatch one as I walked past, quick as a flash, 

gone with a gulp!  Pretty good tactics, eh?  

Make sure you and yer humans knock up a few 

to share at the Club. 

 
Credits: Photos of Lucia and Gryphon by their Mum. 

All other photos by Tipsy’s Mum 

Gryphon 

Big Dogs’ Class all lined up ready for a Big Dogs’ Lamb and Lentil Ball treat. 

Left to right: Callie, Jasper, Ellie, Sami, Syra, Tipsy, Coco, Penny and their handlers 
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     Grounds Maintenance 

Working Bees – keeping the 

grounds tidy 
 

In addition to voting on 15 October, a merry 

band of Club members gave up their Saturday 

morning to do some much-needed work 

around the Club grounds. Together we 

managed to do quite a bit of weeding and 

sent five trailer loads of green waste and one 

trailer load of landfill to Mugga Lane. The 

puppy pen was also weeded and topped up 

with two trailer loads of tan bark (kindly 

donated by Corkhill Brothers).  

 

 

A huge thank you to all the helpers on the day 

- Heather McPherson, Mike Carswell, Katrina 

Morton, Michael Morton, Theresa Smith, Sonia 

King, Hannah Mackenzie,  Suzanne Hackett 

and  Greg Hackett. 

 

We hold ‘Working Bees’ every three months 

and would welcome many more members to 

come and help out for a few hours. The next 

working bee will be held on Saturday 14 

January. Put it in your diary and come along to 

help the grounds look their best for the new 

training year. 

 

 
 

~ DIARY DATE ~ 

Please come along to the  

Summer working bee  

on Saturday 14 January. 

9.00am-Noon 

www.peterhollmann.com.au 

http://www.peterhollmann.com.au
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Do you have a photo you’d like to  

share with other members through  

The Good Companion? 
 

 Send to: contact@actcdc.org.au 

Above: Feathers or snow? It doesn’t really matter as far as this representative of a Nordic breed – 

let’s call him ‘Jasper’ –  is concerned. Pity about the cushion, eh! (Photo: Jasper’s Mum) 



Committee Notes 

The Club’s Main Committee meets on the last Tuesday of every month (except December). 

Copies of committee minutes are available on request from the Club’s Secretary.  

Some of the matters discussed at recent meetings are noted below.  

6 September 2016 
 

 The new President, 

Lesley Pothan 

welcomed new 

Committee members 

(Rowan McKeever, 

Rachel McKeever, 

Christine Woodgate, 

David Whitney) and 

continuing Committee 

members (Heather 

McPherson, Anne Robertson, Hilarie Kemp, 

Jane Richardson, Linda Spinaze, Katrina 

Morton, Rhonda Cameron). Roles and 

responsibilities were allocated to 

Committee members. 

 We  agreed that the Office would be 

closed on Mondays with extended office 

hours from Tuesday - Friday (10.00am - 

2.00pm). 

 

27 September 2016 
 

 We welcomed another new member, 

Jeanette Johnson, to the Committee.  This 

fills the remaining vacancy on the 

Committee.   

 We endorsed the membership of the 

Agility, Flyball and Dances with Dogs  

sub-committees. 

 We approved the Club’s 

training, trialling and business 

calendar for 2017  

 

25 October 2016 
 

 We approved a minor 

amendment to the Club’s 

Work health and safety 

policy to cover visitors. 

 We noted a report on 

the recent meeting with 

representatives of other dog training clubs in 

the Act and region. 

 We agreed to a small increase in 

membership fees in accordance with 

powers under the Club’s Constitution. 

 We noted recent wind and storm damage 

to mature trees on the Club grounds and 

will seek expert opinion on the health of 

trees to assess whether further pruning or 

removal is required. 

 We noted the initial report from the newly-

formed Business Development and Strategic 

Planning Sub-committee. 

 

Please have a chat with any member of the 

committee if you have questions arising from 

the meetings, have any suggestions about the 

Club’s management or would like to help out in 

any way. You can also email us at 

contact@actcdc.org.au  
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               Comp Day Results 

Session Four — 18 September 2016 
Note: Please notify the Office if you have been promoted and your name does not appear below so 

that we can acknowledge your success in the next issue. 

BEGINNERS (assessed in class on Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday) 

Daniel Webber & Nelson Debbie Sever & Olli Tracey Dickson & Piper 

Liz Davin & Finn Darcy Crosthwaite & Boomer Ruth Aylott & Peppi 

Mikaela Friend & 26 Cameron Haines & Pippa Robert Greig & Monty 

Helen Hopkins & Chloe Simon Noveski & Mia Eugenie Bell & Aurelia 

Danielle Rieto & Floki Toni Newcombe & Rufus Paul Slater & Bonty 

Susanna Frith & Scout Anna McPherson & Murphie Amanda Biffen & Loki 

Kirsty Myssonski & Remi Kris Reed & Milo Jennifer Cockerill-Wright & Montana 

Kerry Olsson & Jasmine Pana Tsironis & Thandie Katharine Boiko & Byron 

Shannon Donaldson & Kyra-Lea Julia Cooper & Joey Belinda Kennan & Panda 

Andy Haynes & Lola Ben Trevaskis & Ziggy  Shelby Trevillian & Smoky 

Tabor Akman & Grafi  Maria Bartu & Luna David Parkinson & Fletcher 

Cameron Lennox & Marceline Ann Monahan & Kamin Kellie Huey & Prince 

Caitlin McKay & Tau Cow Tony Vane & Patchy Margil May & Ida 

INTERMEDIATE   

Judge: Melinda Parrett 

1st: Simone Hey & Floki 
2nd: Melissa Di Carlo & Malibu 3rd: Gillian Worrall & Poppy 

Judge: Jodie Reuter 

1st: Michael Higgins & Cleo 
2nd: Mark Gaukroger & Hannah 3rd: Alex Boiko & Otto 

Judge: Susan Barnard 

1st: Helen Graham & Elara 
2nd: Kyra Wilhelm & Fleur 3rd: Adam Naylor & Ollie 

Other passes:  Natalie Cooper & Calamity Jane Amy Brennan & Xander 

Liam Byrne & Echo Anthony Corver & Boof Debbie Maher & Harold 

Chris Blackwell & Buffy Amy Bailey & Ruby Jessica McNamara & Risk 

Ben Daniell & Molly Julia Bradshaw & Louie Andrew Trackson & Syra 

Tom Kenchington & Louis Adam Leechman & Penny  

ADVANCED   

Judge: Sharon Carver 

1st: Naarilla Hirsch & Kisha 2nd: Vanessa March & Pippa 3rd: Jeff Smith & Fluffy 

Judge: Stuart Barrow 

1st: Nicole Fallon & Mia 2nd: Tim Cusack & Misha 3rd: Craig Pennifold & Archie 

Other passes: Adam Cooper & Ivy May Andrea Hackett & Canela 

Rachel McKeever & Pippa Mikaili Peddle & Winston Caitlin McKay & Maia 

Martin Desmet & Bruno Michelle McCarthy & Ripple Derrick Hoftmeister & Denim 

Jane Heseltine & Archie   
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Comp Day — 18 September 2016 … continued 
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TRANSITION   

Judge: Mike Slee 

1st: Jill Bradfield & Possum 2nd: Viki Withers & Kelly 3rd: - 

Judge: Di Adams 

= 1st: Jack Elwin & Jazzy = 1st:Anne Marie McGowan & Rusty = 1st Tracey Walls & RJ 

Other passes:  Kim Daniel & Jake Sandra Fisk & Ruby Rose 

Tegan Redman & Viktor Ian Barnard & Seamus Cliff Day & Bailey 

PRIMARY COMPANION Judge: Linda Spinaze                        No passes 

SECONDARY COMPANION Judge: Anne Robertson  

BRONZE (1st): Jane Vickers & Maggie  BRONZE (2nd): Barbara Gough & Jack  

Above : 

Primary Companion - Angela Brooks & Freddie (NQ) 

 

Right :  

Secondary Companion  - Jane Vickers & Maggie 

 

Graduates of the pilot Foundation training 

course 

 
Congratulations to the following  members who 

successfully completed the Club’s new 

Foundation course that was piloted  by instructors 

Anne Robertson and Kerry Deans  

from June - September 2016: 

 

Alex Fraser & Baxter, Shanell Gadd & Bondi, Sonia 

King & Reason,  Jeff Kingwell & Chloe,  

Sarah O’Neill & Arlo and Faye Pearse & Ollie 

 

Photos by  

June Rowe 

 

Copies of all photos can be 

ordered from the Club Office 

 



Comp Day  — 18 September 2016 

 

 

 

Intermediate 

 

(Top left)  

Helen Graham  

& Elara 

 

Advanced 

 

(Top centre)  

Naarilla Hirsch 

& Kisha 

 

(Top right) 

Nicole Fallon  

& Mia 

 

Transition 

 

(Middle left) 

Anne Marie 

McGowan  

& Rusty 

 

(Middle centre) 

Jack Elwin  

& Jazzy  

 

(Bottom left) 

Tracy Walls & RJ 

 

(Bottom centre) 

Jill Bradfield  

& Possum 
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Maximum score possible = 100 

 

Rally Advanced A -Judge: Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st Morningmyst Lord of the Isles CD RN (Golden Retriever) Laraine Frawley 95 

2nd Ch Neut Ch Aldersett Talk of the Town RN JD (English Setter)Anne Lewis 84 

3rd Zisunka Bronte RA CD (Hungarian Vizsla) Magda Smyth 83 

Other passes: 

Bokezu Te Poro Timetu CDX RN (Hungarian Vizsla) Magda Smyth 81 

 

Rally Advanced B - Judge: Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st El'Shamah Arcus RE JD GD SD SPD (Border Collie) Naarilla 

Hirsch 98 

2nd  Speklan Something Wicked CD RE ET (Dalmatian) Suzy 

Whymark  88 

3rd  Rustufarion Merlins Star CCD RE (Hungarian Puli) Jill 

Medveczky   86 

 

Rally Excellent A - Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) 

1st Ch Unbekannt Misty Green Mackie Messer  (Imp USA) RA 

(Bouvier des Flandres) P Maclean 97 

2nd  Kenzanne Dirty Dancing CCD RA (Golden Retriever) S 

Blockley 91 

3rd Bailey RA (Associate) Beryl Sipes  85 

Other passes: 

Ch Redshift Devils Delight ET CCD RA (Dobermann) J Rebbeck/J Cahill  83 

 

Rally Excellent B - Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) 

1st El'Shamah Arcus RE JD GD SD SPD (Border Collie) Naarilla Hirsch  97 

2nd Rustufarion Merlins Star CCD RE (Hungarian Puli) Jill Medveczky 83 

 

Rally Masters -Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) 

1st Twigworth Jasper (Imp NZ) CD RRD RAE ORA SD GDX SPD JDX AD (Golden Retriever) Laraine 

Frawley  98 

2nd Topnotch Lord NFD UG RRD CDX AD JD GD SD SPDX RAE ORA (German Shorthaired Pointer) 

Lara Sedgmen  96 

3rd Watersmeet I’m Harry CDX RAE ADO ADM JDO JDM SPDX SDX GDX (Cocker Spaniel) Anne 

Lewis  95 

Other passes: 

Saffioraire Busta Rhymes RE ET (White Swiss Shepherd Dog ) Miss C Sisnaiske  93 

O Gr Ch Fieldgold Scottish Loch UDX ADM JDM GDX SPDM JDO SDX RRD ADO RAE (Golden 

Retriever ) Laraine Frawley  92 

Neut Ch. Perrecca Ashwood CDX NRA RAE RM ADM ADO JDX SDX GDX SPDX  (Golden Retriever ) 

Catherine Perry  92 

Peerielee Sonja Henie CD RE  (Shetland Sheepdog ) L Watcham 90 

Tristadane Silva Spirit CDX RAE (Standard Poodle) Mrs Narelle Longhurst  85 

 

Rally Novice - Judge:     Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st Beckview Isabellas Delight CD (Shetland Sheepdog) L Watcham   98 

2nd  Bean (Associate)  Ms M Livermore  97 

3rd Kruz Song Of The Future (German Shorthaired Pointer) J and Mrs J Hagan 95 

Other passes: 

Crackle CCD (Associate) Pam McDougall  85 

Seareach Elset Elita (Dobermann) D Wesley-Wall  75 

Riftintime Bohemian Rhapsody (Labrador Retriever) Anne Walkington  75 

 

 

 

  Rally — O 

By Cath Perry — Convenor 

Results from the Rally Obedience Trial (Trial 1), 17 September 2016 
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JPs in the ACT serve the community primarily by: 

  administering oaths or affidavits and taking 

statutory declarations and affirmations 

  witnessing signatures, and 

  attesting and certifying documents. 

  

The Club’s Shop Manager, Katrina Morton, is an ACT Justice 

of the Peace. 

  

Katrina is available on Wednesday mornings during training 

classes to help members with any JP matters. 

NEED A JP? 

 

Maximum score possible = 100 

 

Rally Advanced A  - Judge:     Ms Judy Van Der 

Vegt (NSW) 

1st -Morningmyst Lord of the Isles CD RN (Golden 

Retriever) Laraine Frawley 97 

2nd Melly JD RN (Associate) Ms M Livermore 96 

3rd Jamie CD RN (Associate) Kay Malone 91 

Other passes: 

Wameika Quite TheStorm RN (Brittany) Mr R Keeble  

80 

 

Rally Advanced B - Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt 

(NSW) 

1st Speklan Something Wicked CD RE ET 

(Dalmatian) Suzy Whymark 80 

 

Rally Excellent A -Judge: Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st Kenzanne Dirty Dancing CCD RA (Golden Retriever) S Blockley 87 

 

Rally Excellent B -Judge: Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st  Speklan Something Wicked CD RE ET (Dalmatian) Suzy Whymark  86 

 

Rally Masters - Judge:  Ms Tracy Geary (NSW) 

1st  O Gr Ch Fieldgold Scottish Loch UDX ADM JDM GDX SPDM JDO SDX RRD ADO RAE (Golden 

Retriever) Laraine Frawley 99 

2nd Twigworth Jasper (Imp NZ) CD RRD RAE ORA SD GDX SPD JDX AD (Golden Retriever) Laraine 

Frawley  97 

3rd Rustufarion Merlins Star CCD RE (Hungarian Puli) Jill Medveczky  95 

Other passes: 

Tristadane Silva Spirit CDX RAE (Standard Poodle) Mrs Narelle Longhurst  94 

El'Shamah Arcus RE JD GD SD SPD  (Border Collie) Naarilla Hirsch  93 

Peerielee Sonja Henie CD RE (Shetland Sheepdog) L Watcham   92 

Topnotch Lord NFD UG RRD CDX AD JD GD SD SPDX RAE RM ORA (German Shorthaired Pointer) 

Lara Sedgmen  89 

 

Rally Novice - Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW) 

1st Seareach Elset Elita (Dobermann) D Wesley-Wall  97 

2nd Bean  (Associate) Ms M Livermore  97 

3rd Riftintime Bohemian Rhapsody (Labrador Retriever) Anne Walkington  96 

Other passes: Kruz Song Of The Future  (German Shorthaired Pointer) J and Mrs J Hagan 96 

 

Results from the Rally Obedience Trial (Trial 2), 17 September 2016 



NOW IN STOCK - Forage Mats and Sports Tugs 

 

Specially for puppies - sprinkle some dry kibble 

in a Forage Mat and watch them use all their 

senses to find the food. Great physical and 

mental exercise just $25.00.  For the Flyball 

enthusiast - or just for fun - the PAWS Shoppe 

has a new-style 90cm Tug Toy for $15.00.  The 

Forage Mats and Tug Toys are locally made so 

please ask at the shop if you would like one 

made in you favourite colours. 

 

The shop’s stock list of training aids (including 

food rewards) is on page 40.  

 

We have a range of Black Dog training collars, 

halters, flyball harnesses and leads in stock. 

You are welcome to come along and have a 

look at any of the training equipment when the 

shop is open, and to have it custom-fitted for 

your dog. It is particularly important to ensure 

that any training harness is fitted by one of our 

instructors to ensure that the size and style is 

right for your dog. We recommend a 

Connector Strap which provides backup 

security for Training Halters and Car Harnesses.  

Connected from a D-Ring on the harness or 

halter back to the dog's collar it helps prevent 

Houdini dogs from attempting to escape from 

their safety equipment. 

 

A useful item available for those who have 

reactive dogs is the ‘Give Me Space’ yellow 

vest.  Vests are available in three sizes – small 

$17.50 and Medium and Large $21.00.  Please 

see your instructor or session manager for 

further information about the Yellow Dog 

project.  

 

We have in stock the Black Dog Treat Pouch 

which has a wide opening with a magnetic 

close  and an internal pocket, which can easily 

be clipped on or off  a belt or use the belt loops 

which can make it more secure.   If you prefer 

you can utilise the Black Dog Tote Belt (which is 

sold separately). Also available are Large Treat 

Pouches and liners which help keep food from 

sticking to the pouch. They can also keep food 

fresh in the fridge and are easy to wash.   

 

Food rewards are one of the most important 

aids you can use to train your dog.  It is 

essential to choose treats that your dog really 

likes.  The Club shop sells a variety of oven-dried 

treats including Beef Liver Treats in 150gram 

and 500 gram bags, Roo Lami in 150 gram 

bags, Chicken Meat Balls in 250 gram bags, 

Pigs Ears (individually and in bags of 10) and 

Pigs Ear Strips in bags of 12 (suitable for smaller 

dogs and puppies as a chew treat).  If you 

forget to bring your treats to class the shop can 

provide frozen fresh meat and cheese which 

we will defrost in the microwave ready for use. 

 

Use the treats to reward the behaviour that you 

want - and provide a variety to keep your dog 

guessing. And if you want to make your own 

treats have a look at Tipsy’s Famous Recipe 

Corner (page 29) and her back catalogue in 

previous issues of the magazine.    

 

Please remember that dogs should not be 

given some human foods such as chocolate, 

grapes and onions. Have a look at Dr Sandra 

Hassett’s article ‘So your dog ate …?!’ in the 

May issue of the magazine so that you keep 

your dog safe. 

 

Of course we have lots of refreshments for two-

legged members as well - barista coffee, milk 

shakes, hot chocolate, homemade cake, 

toasted sandwiches, pies, pasties, sausage rolls 

and much more. We strive to keep our prices 

below retail prices and any proceeds go 

towards the maintenance of the Club. 

 

Come into the Clubhouse for friendly service! 

 

News from the Paws Shoppe 

By Katrina Morton — Shop Manager 

OPENING TIMES 

Wednesdays10:00 - 11:30am 

Thursdays       7:15  -  8:45pm 

Sundays         9:15  - 11:45am 
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NEW - FORAGE MATS AND SPORTS TUG TOYS 
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      Training Times 

OBEDIENCE Wednesday Thursday Sunday Competition Day 

Foundation (Puppy) 10:00am 7:00pm 9:30am Assessed in class 

Foundation (Adult) 10:00am 7:00pm 9:30am Assessed in class 

Beginners B 10:00am 7:00pm 9.30am Assessed in class 

Intermediate 10:00am Check website 10:30am Sunday  10:00am 

Advanced 10:00am Check website 10:30am Sunday  10:00am 

Transition 10:00am Check website 10:30am Sunday  10:00am 

TRIALLING STREAM Wednesday Thursday Sunday Competition Day 

CCD & Novice (CD) 11:00am Check with Office             10.30am 
 

Check noticeboard 

in Clubhouse. 
Open (CDX) 11:00am Check with Office  

Utility (UD) & UDX Check with Office 

COMPANION STREAM Wednesday Thursday Sunday Competition Day 

Primary & Secondary 10:00am N/A 10:30am Sunday  10:00am 

RALLY-O STREAM Wednesday Thursday Sunday Competition Day 

All levels 10.00am Check website Peer support N/A 

Please confirm times for Rally-O with the Office 

NOTE:  Instructors are only provided for the Open and Companion classes if handler numbers warrant.   

  

            Off-lead exercise is only available in the Back Paddock and Bore Paddock during  

Obedience and Rally-O class times. Off-lead etiquette MUST be observed.  

AGILITY Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Beginners _ _ 6:45pm - 8:15pm 

Intermediate 6:45pm - 8:15pm _ _ 

Advanced 6:45pm - 8:15pm _ _ 

Novice _ _ 6:45pm - 8:15pm 

Excellent _ 6:45pm - 8:15pm _ 

Masters _ 6:45pm - 8:15pm _ 

FLYBALL Sunday           Wednesday 

Beginners & 

Technique Training 
3:00pm - 5:00pm                   _ 

Competition Training _ Evenings prior to Competitions 

NOTE:  FLYBALL classes are held in the Flyball and Narrabundah Paddocks.  

            AGILITY classes are held in the Trial Rings (1-5) 

DANCES WITH DOGS Wednesday  

All levels 6.30-8.00pm  

NOTE:  DWD classes are held in the Main Pavilion at Queanbeyan Showground, not at CDC grounds. 
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 Club Activities 

BASIC TRAINING 

The Club offers training classes for all breeds 

and ages of dogs in basic good manners. 

These classes will help you understand dog 

behaviour and will teach you how to train your 

dog to be a well-behaved companion. The 

focus is on teaching life skills such as walking on 

lead without pulling; to sit, drop and stand; to 

sit quietly for pats; to come when called; to 

wait for dinner; and to socialize appropriately 

with dogs and people. 

The Club teaches through positive 

reinforcement. That means that you show your 

dog what behaviour you want it to produce 

and you reward it for doing so. The dog soon 

learns that if it repeats the behaviour it will be 

rewarded and so the learning cycle begins. 

Dogs may attend classes from three months of 

age, provided they have been fully immunized.  

You will need to ring up to book your dog in 

(see Office contact details on page 6). You 

should do this several weeks in advance of your 

desired entry date to ensure that you will get a 

place. Dates for the next course can be found 

in the Calendar (see page 43). 

DOGS-AS-THERAPY 

Members and their dogs visit nursing homes to 

provide pet therapy for the residents. If you 

have a dog that is people and dog friendly 

and isn’t fazed by noise and movement this 

activity might be for you. 

COMPETITIVE DOG SPORTS AT THE CLUB 

Obedience Trialling – Obedience Trials 

(competitions) aim to demonstrate a high 

degree of handler-dog team work and 

precision over a range of exercises at different 

levels of skill. Exercises include heelwork, 

retrieving, scent work, directions from a 

distance and stays. Dogs must have passed the 

Transition level of basic training at the Club to 

be admitted to the entry-level trialling class. 

Agility – This is a dog sport where you teach 

your dog to negotiate different obstacles such 

as jumps, tunnels, see-saws, A-frames, dog 

walks and weave poles.  Once you have 

gained some basic skills, the challenge is to 

learn how to ‘steer’ your dog from one 

obstacle to another on a course, and the 

courses change each time so that you and 

your dog are constantly being challenged to 

improve your skills. 

Dogs must be: 

 at least 14 months old to ensure the dog’s 

skeletal and musculature system is strong 

enough; 

 physically sound and not overweight; and 

 under control off-lead around other dogs 

and activities (however no minimum basic 

training level is required). 

Flyball – In this sport dogs clear four hurdles, 

release a ball from a ‘box’, and return to their 

handler over the hurdles.  It is a fast and furious 

team sport that ball-mad dogs really enjoy.  

Dogs must be: 

 at least 12 months old to ensure the dog’s 

skeletal and musculature system is strong 

enough; 

 physically sound and not overweight; and 

 under control off-lead around other dogs 

and activities (however no minimum basic 

training level is required). 

Dances with Dogs – In this dog sport handlers 

take obedience skills to a new level by 

performing routines to music with their dogs. All 

you need to get involved is a love of music, the 

desire to have a great time with your dog and 

a commitment to reward-based training. DWD 

is suitable for handlers of all ages and dogs of 

all breeds, sizes and ages.  

Rally-O –  Rally-O is an obedience competition 

that requires the handler and dog team to 

negotiate a course at heel and perform various 

manoeuvres such as sits, downs, stands, stays 

and various turns. Handlers are able to praise 

their dog while it is working. Dogs must have 

passed the Advanced level of basic training to 

participate in Rally-O classes. 

Tracking – This most natural of dog sports 

involves the dog following a scent trail left 

behind when a person walks across grass and 

other surfaces. Tracking is only conducted 

during the cooler months due to the risk of 

snakes. The Club provides an information 

session in autumn and organizes ‘peer-support’ 

training to help members get started. 

For more information on any of these activities 

refer to the relevant contacts on page 6 or 

leave your name at the Club Office. 

Costs may apply. 

Have a comment or idea you’d 

like to share? 

Email  

contact@actcdc.org.au  
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     Calendar of Events 2017 
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* Not held on club grounds  

 

For ACT trial schedules see www.dogsact.org.au/events/ 

For NSW trial schedules see  www.dogsnsw.org.au/activities-a-events/shows-and-trials-guide.html  

JANUARY Fri 13 Clubhouse and grounds closed - spraying  

  Sat 14 Clubhouse and grounds working bee - come along and help 

  Sat 21 CDC Double Rally-O trial (from 4.00pm) 

  Thurs 26 Australia Day Public Holiday  

  Mon 30 ACT School Term 1 starts  

  Tues 31 Committee meeting – Clubhouse  

FEBRUARY Wed 1 Session 1 agility intake assessment (evening) 

  Sat 4 CDC Agility Trial  

  Mon 6 Session 1 agility classes start 

  Wed 8 Session 1 Obedience Training classes start  

  Thu 9 Session 1 Obedience Training classes start 

  Sat 11* Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Sun 12* Session 1 Obedience Training classes start / Bega Valley Kennel & 

Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Mon 13* Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Wed 15* Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Rally-O Trial, Bermagui / Sapphire 

Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Rally-O Trial, Bermagui 

  Fri 17* Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Sat 18* Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Sun 19* Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui 

  Thurs 23* Tuggeranong Dog Training Club Agility Trial (evening)  

  Fri 24* Royal Canberra Show at EPIC 

  Sat 25* Royal Canberra Show at EPIC 

  Sun 26* Royal Canberra Show at EPIC 

  Tues 28 Committee meeting – Clubhouse 

MARCH Tues 7 CDC Jumping Trial (evening)  

  Sat 11 CDC Double Rally-O trial (from 4.00pm)  

  Mon 13 Canberra Day Public Holiday 

  Fri 17  CDC Obedience Trial (evening) 

  Sat 18* Belconnen Dog Obedience Club Agility Trial  

  Fri 24* Canberra Region Dog Clubs Interclub Meeting (at TDTC) 

  Sat 25* Connect and Participate (CAP) Expo at Old Bus Depot Markets, Kingston 

(11am-4pm) / Goulburn Dog Training & Kennel Club Agility Trial  

  Sun 26* Goulburn Dog Training & Kennel Club Agility Trial 

  Tues 28 Committee meeting – Clubhouse 

  Wed 29 Session 1 agility classes end / Session 2 agility intake assessment (evening) 

http://www.dogsact.org.au/events/
http://www.dogsnsw.org.au/activities-a-events/shows-and-trials-guide.html


 

Off-lead exercise at our Club 
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 Play safe - use common 

sense in the off-lead 

areas. 

Always ask permission to 

go in if the area is 

already occupied. 

  Enter on lead and 

remove the lead while 

your dog is sitting. 

  Move well away from 

the gate to avoid 

crowding. 

  Keep moving to 

minimise tension and 

scuffles between dogs. 

  Stay alert and keep an 

eye on your dog. 

  Always reward your 

dog for coming to you. 

  Avoid using balls and 

other toys if the area is 

crowded or dogs 

become excited. 

  Leave immediately if 

your dog becomes 

anxious, or is annoying 

or aggressive towards 

other dogs. 

  Limit your time to 15 

minutes if other 

members are waiting to 

use the area. 

  Always clean up after 

your dog. 
 

 

The obedience and 

agility rings are not to 

be used for off-leash 

exercise at any time, 

nor are you permitted to 

walk your dogs through 

these areas because 

you don’t want to put 

your dog on a lead to 

walk down the path. 

Always read and follow the Club’s rules for using the off-lead areas. 

You MUST follow the directions of Club officials when asked. 

Bitches in season are not permitted on the Club grounds 

at any time.  


